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ABSTRACT 

An observed time series consists ofa sequence 
of measurements taken at regular time intervals 
on a time varying phenomenon. The time tags 
attached to the measurements are inseparable 
from the observed events. In the text we iden
tify four empirical properties of time essential 
to the assignment of the time tags. In simula
,tion studies each simulated sequence must have ' 
similar properties of time for the time tags 
attached to simulated events. However, we con
veniently forget this, and proceed to construct 
collections of certain classes of segments, 
which meet set criteria, by choosing segments 
from various portions of different sequences. 
We then apply the probabilistic interpretations 
of the collections as the summarization of a 
simulation study. In real life no such collec- .. 
tions of time segments can be observed at any 
time. We examine the question whether the pro
babilistic interpretations of collections of 
chosen segments assembled from simulated se
quences are meaningful or not under the stipu
lation that we can observe only one sequence of 
events as a time series at any time. 

In this paper the author attempts to show within 
the limited space that probability interpreta
tions of collections can lead into potential 
logical problems, and that the only available 
alternative to circumvent the problems is the 
use of the uncertainty theoretic approach out
lined in [l,2) previously. In order to support 
such an argument, we examine three problems; (i) 
each random number is unknown before it is gener
ated but is fixed once obtained, and its degree 
of uncertainty cannot be described in terms of 
probability statement, (ii) a negative random 
number retains its age in a simulated sequence 
unlike its counterpart of a negative exponential 
random variable in probability theory, and (iii) 
a said paradox of renewal theory may be explained 
as a product of probability calculus in computing 
the unconditional age and residual life distribu
tions, while in fact the corresponding ensemble 
notions show apparent logical deficiencies. 

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. 

In a mathematical model, time is defined as a 
variable withou~ specific properties assigned to 
it. We freely manipulate a time variable as any 
other variables in a model. In contrast to this, 
the time tags attached to an observed time se
ries, e.g. a series of daily prices of a given 
stock, or daily averages of selected stocks, are 
inseparable from the values of the series. We 
can identify the four empirical properties of 
time tags, which we call "inseparability", "irre
versibility", "untranslatability", and "uninter
ruptability". Time tags are inseparabZe from 
measurements, as examplified by the connotation 
of a "collapse of stock market" in "the year 
1929". The times attached to observed values are 
the irreversibZe measured clock times. There is 
no excuse for shifting the time values back and 
forth at will ' by applying a transZation of the 
time variable. The observed events coupled with 
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time tagging remain in record as they happened, 
and cannot be altered by disecting or by inter
rupting the observed sequence at any time point. 

When we construct a simulated sequence as a con
venient substitution for an observed time series, 
we must at least in theory accord the same empir
ical properties of time to the assigned time 
tags. However, when we generate many simulated 
sequences and try to analyze a specific class of 
events of interest appearing in various parts of 
different sequences in a collective sense, we 
must disregard all the above empirical properties 
of time. We separate time tags and replace them 
with newly defined adjusted time scale meaningful 
to the analysis of collections; we freely manipu
late functions of time as if the times recorded 
on tags can be reversed; we translate and rescale 
time values to get a newly defined adjusted vari
able; and we even lift off portions of simulated 
sequences from different segments of different 
sequences and assemble a collection of chosen 
segments. In effect we manipulate simulated se
quences as if the associated time values have no 
bearings on the observed events. In this paper 
we shall take an opposite position. We recog
nize that the time tags associated with any 
realizable future sequence must satisfy the em
pirical properties of time, because this is the 
only kind of a single sequence of events that we 
can either actually observe or obtain in reality. 
We attempt to analyze an observable chain of 
events as it appears in a single sequence with 
the information of time tags kept intact. This 
approach has a definite advantage over the en
semble approach in the following sense. When we 
construct a collection of chosen segments which 
meet a set criterion from various portions of 
different sequences, we must examine whether 
such a collection is observable or not observ
able in real life. A collection of such chosen 
segments never exists at any observable time in 
real life, and the adjusted time scale for the 
collection is an illusory and fictitious time 
variable isolated from the time tags. It is 
necessary to remind us that only one element of 
the collection, namely a particular chain of 
events, can happen in real life at any given 
time, and no two such chains, or more chains, 
can be observed simultaneously (with the same 
time registered on their time tags). 

Clearly the modelling of a chain of events as 
it appears in a sequence must be different from 
the modelling of a collection of segments of 
chains of events assembled from different se
quences. While a collection of sequences may be 
represented by a probability model, the degree 
of uncertainty associated with a single chain of 
events cannot be represented using the logic of 
probability theory. We first observe that a 
time series sequence is represented by a sequence 
of random numbers, or is simulated by generating 
q sequence of random numbers. Secondly we 
observe that a sequence of random numbers is not 
a sequen.ce of random variables. As demonstrated 
in this paper the degree of uncertainty associ
ated with each random number cannot be repre
sented using probability statements, because the 
additivity axiom does not hold for a random 
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number except in its degenerate form. We then 
find that the general procedures of uncertainty 
theory proposed in the two previous ITC papers 
[1,2] can be used in the current probleM. 

We can extend the results further. We can show 
that negative exponential random numbers as 
they appear in a sequence retain memory, al
though the corresponding negative exponential 
random variables are supposed to be memoryless. 
We can also examine a paradox of renewal theory 
from the point of view of examining a single 
chain of events taking place at a particular 
time over a simulated renewal sequence. When we 
accord all the empirical properties of time to 
each simulated renewal sequence, the said para
dox disappears. 

2. THE BASIC RULES FOR SIMULATION. 

Consider the simulation of a mode led service 
system by constructing a sequence of time-depen
dent events defined either by simulated elapsed 
times or by simulated delta-time events. 

An elapsed time e i generated at time t
i

, 

i=1,2, ... , defines that no events occur between 
ti and t i +l = ti+ei thus indicating the advance 

of time from ti to t i + l , and that the next 

elasped time e i + l must be generated exactly at 

ti+l to obtain t i +2 . In the case of delta-

time simulation of xi' e.g. one of an arrival, 

no-change, or a departure, over (ti,ti + l ] where 

ti+l = ti + ~t, the generation of xi defines the 

advance of clock from ti to t i + l . Since we 

accord all the empirical properties of time to 
the simulated time series in this paper, the 
values of e i or xi become fixed immediately 

after they are generated with the assignment of 
time tags for the time t i +l . Each obtained e i , 

or xi' is a random number, which is indeter

minate until it is given observed against the 
simulated clock, and which becomes fixed upon 
its generation. In general the following is 
true from the discussion of [2]. Except for a 
trivial interpretation of probability, the 
additivity axiom does not hold in the case of a 
fixed number. This is due to the application 
of two-valued logic, particularly the dichotomy 
rule, to a fixed member of a sample space. A 
fixed member of a sample space must be either in 
a specified subset, A, or in its complement, 

AC; but, it cannot be in both. A fixed member 
may be found in nested sets, but cannot be 
found in the complement of anyone of the nest
ed sets. With this much of preparation we 
examine the following. 

3. PROBABILITY AND CREDIBILITY STATEMENTS 

ABOUT A RANDOM NUMBER. 

The additivity axiom of probability states that 
Prob (A U B) Prob (A) + Prob (B) if An B = flI. 
By placing B = AC, we obtain Prob(universal 

event) = Prob(AUAc ) = Prob(A) + prob(Ac ) = 1. 
Since any fixed element of ~he sample space 
must be either in A or in A , we can assign 
1-0 probability by choosing Prob(A) = 1,0 if 
the element is in A, or otherwise, and Prob(Ac ) 
= 1 - Prob(A). This is the trivial and degen
erate case of 1-0 probability. However, this 
approach requires a prior knowledge of the 
element and is not useful for a random number. 
As indicated in [2], the only kind of uncer
tainty that we can assess for a fixed unknown 
number is a credibility function, which repre-
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sents the credibility that a fixed realized 
number is found among the candidate elements of 
a given set, say A as above. 

Such a credibility function is not a probability 
function. It cannot be defined for both of the 

two disjoint and complementary sets, A and AC, 
a.lthough it can be defined singly for A or for 

AC. Because of the inclusion rule of two-valued 
logic, such a credibility function is defined 
for sets B, A CB, provided that it is also 
defined for the set A. We can then define a 
credibility function with respect to a class 
of nested sets, or more generally to a class 
of sets called a "filter generated from A". 
A function with its domain of definition similar 
to this was introduced as a simple support func
tion in Shafer [6], but was never systematically 
developed beyond this definition. Let Cred(A) 
denote the credibility that a fixed unknown ele
ment y chosen from a sample space is found among 
the elements of the given set A. Then, accord
ing to the above discussion, we obtain 

(Cl) Cred(A)2.Cred (B) if A~B. 

The chosen set A cannot be a null set, because 
it must contain at least a predicted element, 
say u, for the realization of y. Since we 
assign . a positive credibility for the y to 
take on a fixed value u, we must safisfy 
Cred({u} ) > 0, ·or more generally Cred(A»O for 
any non-empty set A. This leads to -

In particular we can define the credibility 
function, Cred(.), as a restriction of a pro
bability measure on a specified class of sets. 
In this case, the class of sets (a filter) must 
be much smaller than the comparable field of 
sets, or a Borel set, which is used in proba
bility theory. 

We can now construct a credibility statement for 
8 i that it is found among the candidate numbers 

in A = (a,b], O<a <b; and similarly for Xi that 

it is found among elements of a non-empty subset, 
A, of the set, n = (+1,0-1). We can use the 
same credibility statements for all ei+j's, or 

x ' +' ~s for j=l-i, 2-i, .•. for a fixed subset A. 
1 J 

The repeated use of the same credibility state
ment does not imply any specific concept such as 
"independence" defined in probability theory, 
because the repeated use of a credibility state
ment here means simply the repeated use of the 
same random number generator. The equivalent 
notion of independence can be introduced with 
respect to credibility functions only when the 
model under consideration is a derived model. 
In general the analysis of an uncertainty model 
derived from a probability model needs extreme 
care in each step of derivations, because the 
credibility functions are not quite as powerful 
as probability functions. We cannot discuss 
this class of problems in this paper. So, we 
shall not discuss "independence". 

Some readers may suggest that the concept of 
subjective probability may be used in lieu of 
the above credibility function. In order to 
clarify the underlying p~obelms, let us consider 
the generation of a random number, el' at time 

tl to obtain t 2=t l +e l , the time for the genera

tion of the next e
2

. That we obtain a number, 

el' means that the simulated clock advances from 

tl to t2 in a simulated sequence. When we use 

the subjective interpretation for the e l and 

write down a probability statement, P(A), A = 
(a,b], O<a <b, the realizable elapsed time, el' 
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cannot be treated as a fixed number. If it is 
fixed, then the argument of 1-0 probability 
applies to the fixed e l through two-valued logic 

even if its value is not known before the e l is 

generated at time tl (See AI). In order to avoid 

the argument of 1-0 probability and still make 
the additivity axiom meaningful, somehow the 
elapsed time, el' must be kept random. If the' 

e l is random, there is no unique simulated value 

of the t 2 . If there i~ no unique time for the 

t 2 , then the simulat;ed clock cannot advance from 

tl to t2 to form a single step of a simulated 

sequence. We shall try another ~nterpretation. 
Suppose instead a collection of n simultaneously 
observable simulated sequences exists. Suppose 
n random numbers for the e l are simultaneously 

generated at tl to f 'orm n different values of 

the t 2 . Now the n simulated clocks must advance 

with different increments. If the n is suffi
ciently large, perhaps one of the n clocks may 
be in agreement with the clock of a single simu
lated sequence for t 2 . The set; of empirical 

properties of time we discussed in Section 1 
makes the use of n such clocks inappropriate for 
a simulated sequence. In summary the concept 
of sUbjective probability cannot be used in the 
present problem. 

4. MEMORY RETENTION OF A NEGATIVE 

EXPONENTIAL RANDOM NUMBER 

In probability theory a negative exponential 
random variable, v (>0), with a density function, 

f(v) = Ae- AV , is said to be memoryless or 
Markovian meaning that the conditional density 
of the residual life after spending a length of 
time, say c, is identical with the original f(v). 
In the case of a random number, v, generated at 
time tl to form a single step of a simulated 

sequence and define the instant, t2 = tl+v, for 

generating the next random number for the next 
step of simulation in turn, the same interpreta
tion of memoryless property does not hold. 

By construction of a simulated sequence, the 
time points, ti' i=1,2, •.• , are identified by 

the inseparabZe time tags attached to them. If 
the value of tl is known or given, the t2 cannot 

be random. If random, no unique time tag can be 
attached to it, thus, eliminating the possibi
lity of constructing a step of the sequence. We 
assume that a fixed value of v is generated at 
t

l
, although we may not know what value the v 

takes on. We can make a credibility statement 
about the random number v in the following man
ner. The credibility that the generated v is 
found among the time tags of the set, A = (a,b], 
O<a<b, is set equal to 

r b -AV -Aa -Ab 
Cred(A) = J~ Ae dv = e - e 

a 
So far, this credibility statement appears as if 
it is identical with a probability statement. 
However, discrepancies appear in the following 
steps. 

If a length of time, c, elapses on the simulated 
clock of this sequence after t l , the simulated 

time, tl+c, must .satisfy either t2~tl+c or 

tl~c<t2. If the value of the v is unknown at tl 

and t2~tl+c holds, then the value of the v is 

defined known at t2 first time. If the value of 

the v is unknown at tl and t l +c<t2 , the value of 
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v is defined still unknown at time tl~ No 

residual life is defined in the case of t2~tl+c. 

In the case of t l +c<t2 , the residual life of the 

v at tl+c is uniquely defined by a fixed number 

t 2-(tl +c) = v-c, although the value of v is still 

unknown until t
2

• The residual life v-c de

creases as the simulated time advances until it 
expires at t

2
, at which time the value of the 

v becomes known first time. This notion is 
different from the case of a memory less random 
variable v whose residual life at any tl+c is 

random and has the density f(v). 

Suppose the simulated time is now at tl+c as the 

c is steadily increasing. We use the previous 
reference set A = (a,b] and suppose the v is in 
the A. If b<c, then the t2 should have occured 

before tl+c. If c<b, we have two possibilities 

of c<a or a<c<b. For the unknown value of the 
v in A the residual life is v-c, although its 
value remains unknown. The residual life v-c 
must be in the shifted set AI = (a-c,b-c] if 
c<a, or [O,b-c] if a<c<b. The credibility that 
the residual life v-c is found in the shifted 
set AI is then given by 

b-c 
Cred (A I) = [ Ae -A (v-c) dv = e -Aa_ e -Ab 

a-c 

f
b-C -A (v-c) Ae dv 

o 

if c<a 

-AC -Ab e - e 

if a<c<b. 

In particular, if c~a, then we find Cred(AI) 
Cred(A). This result reflects the untranslat
ability of the time tags associated with the 
random number v. 

Let us now consider the credibility for the t2 

satisfying t2~tl+c or t l +c<t2 . Clearly this is 

a 1-0 situation of either having observed the t2 

before tl+c or otherwise. Therefore, if we have 

not observed the t2 as yet for the case of 

t l +c<t2 , then we must state Cred(tl +c<t2 ) = 1. 

The conditional credibility that the residual 
life, v-c, is in AI given that t

l
+c<t 2 holds 

true is then represented by 

Cred(A I )/Cred(tl +c<t2 ) 

Cred (AI). 

If t2~tl+c, the corresponding conditional credi

bility cannot be defined. The above conditional 
credibility statement and the basic logic used 
for the derivation assumes that the random num
ber, v, generated at tl retains its memory until 

t 2 , and that the residual life, v-c, also retains 

its memory until it expires at t2 when c=v is 

reached. 

We can show the same result in probability theory 
by assuming that we cannot apply the translation 
of time variable. As stated in Section 1, the 
time tags associated with each time series must 
remain untranslatable. An ensemble interpreta
tion of this problem appears in A2. 

5. THE PROBLEM OF SO-CALLED "PARADOX IN 

RENEWAL THEORY" 

When we hear the word "a paradox", we get a feel
ing that the problem would be deeply rooted in 
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subtle logic and hard to grasp intuitively. In
stead the present probelm is the case in which 
our intuition wins over the reasoning of proba
bility logic. 

K~ei~rock [4] discusses a dramtized story. A 
h1pp1e arrives at a road side cafe at an arbi
trary time to get a ride. Suppose cars arrive 
at the cafe according to a Poisson process with 
~n average rate of A cars per minute, i.e. the 
1nter-arrival time v satisfies the distribution 

f ° () -AV ~nct10n F v = 1 - e . The average elapsed 
t1me v between car arrivals is then l/A minutes. 
Since the hippie's arrival at the cafe is arbi
trary in time, the average waiting time before 
the next car arrival is 1/2A minutes. On the 
other hand, since Poisson process is said to be 
memoryless in probability theory, the time until 
the next car arrives should be independent of 
at what time the hippie arrived, and therefore 
he would wait on the average l/A minutes. This 
argument must also apply to the reversed time 
scale. Then the average time between the arriv
al ~f the last previous car and the hippie's 
arr1val at the cafe must also be l/A minutes. 
The average inter-renewal time between the last 
previous car and the next car becomes 2/A mi~ 
nutes, twice as long as originally postulated 
(a p~radox of age and residual life). 

Many readers by now would have guessed correctly 
that the argument of memory less property of a 
negative exponential random variable does not 
apply to this hippie problem, because the ob
served time series registering the arrival times 
of the hippie and cars at the cafe is unique and 
must form a single time series which satisfies 
the empirical properties of time. If the hippie 
comes back to the same cafe repeatedly in differ
ent occasions for getting rides, these occasions 
form segments of. a long time series. The case 
of repetitions in a long time series is consid- ' 
ered later in this section. Even in this case 
the essence of the argument for a singular occa
sion holds without substantial changes to the 
follbwtrig development. 

Suppose we have an observer at the cafe who rec
ords the observed times of events. Suppose the 
l~st previous car before the hippie's arrival 
passed by the .cafe at time ta' This ta is a 

fixed : time point in .the time series indicating 
the time of an observation. If cars arrive in 
Poissonean manner, the next car should arrive at 
ta+i = ta+v, where v is a negative exponential 

random numbek' Suppose the hippie's arrival is 
observed at ·ta+c. Then the residual life of the 

v b~fore reaching t a + l , i.e. the hippie's waiting 

time, is a fixed unique number, v-c, following 
the argument presented in the previous section. 
The same credibility statements developed there 
hold true in this case also. 

Since the residual life, v-c, is a fixed number 
in the above time series, we may not be able to 
talk about the expectation of the hippie's wait
ing time. In fact, as stated in [3], we cannot 
deofine the expectation operator with respect to 
the credibility functions we specified. The 
notion of average waiting time for repeated 
hitchhiking must be considered separately later. 

In the said probability paradox, the memoryless 
property of a negative exponential random vari
able is applied to the reversed time in order to 
get the distribution and the expectation of the 
age, c, of the inter-arrival time of cars at the 
time of the hippie's arrival at ta+c. The ob-
served arrival times of the hippie and of the 
cars registered on a single time series are the 
measured irreversible times. If we honor the 
irreversibility and the inseparability of the 
assigned time tags, we cannot introduce the 
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randomness of the ta and the resulting notion of 

the age distribution of the c. In other words 
we take a position that no credibility stateme~ts 
can be made with respect to a past event when 
we are dealing with an observed time series. The 
observed facts are parts of a history and can 
only be used as statistics, but not as an uncer~ 
tain event. If we attempt to eliminate the pre
sence of the time keeping observer to introduce 
an uncertainty about the ta' we have no observ-

able time series to which the intOended analysis 
can be applied. Any logical development divorced 
from an observable time series can result in 
vacuous and unsupported conclusions. 

In the probabilistic derivation of the expected 
interarrival time, 2/A, of cars when an interrupt 
occurs in between, we essentially construct two 
separate ensembles of chosen segments from dif~ 
ferent sequences. (See A3). To get two ensem
bles of the age and residual life distributions 
we first construct all conceivable Poisson se
quences interrupted at the same arbitrary time 
point. The interrupt occurs between anyone of 
the k-th and the (k+l)-th car arrivals for some 
k, k=O,1,2, ... , on these sequences. We isolate 
all the segments from the k-th car arrival to the 
interrupted time for all k, and construct an 
ensemble of such chosen segments to represent the 
age distribution. Similarly we isolate all the 
segments spanning from the interrupted time to 
the (k+l)-th car arrival for all k, and construct 
the other ensemble for the residual life distri
bution. 

In the process of constructing these ensembles, 
we apply arbitrary translations, interruptions, 
and separations of the time tag values of many 
different time series, and introduce a new de~ 
rived time variable for the age and another for 
the residual life. As stated in Section 1, such 
manipulations of time tags should never be per
mitted in each observed sequence, whose time 
tags remain inseparable from the observed events. 
Through experience we know that such ensembles 
are never observable at any time in an observed 
time series and may be considered the products 
of pure mental exercises not properly suited for 
the present modelling problem. We can also ob
serve that, by constructing these ' two ensembles 
separately, we in effect ignore the vital infor
mation about the negative correlation between 
the age and the residual life defined with res
pect to each time segment spanning from the k-th 
to the (k+l)-th car arrival time. When the age 
segment is chosen long, the residual life tends 
to be relatively short, and vice versa, as the 
natural consequence of disecting each interval 
into two segments with random proportions. In ° 

other words, the above two ensembles should never 
be treated separately, as if no statistical de
pendencies exist between the ages and the resi
dual lives. The seemingly natural negative cor
recation must be ignored in the probability cal
culus of computing unconditional age and residual 
life distributions as shown in A3. 

The author personally believes that the above con
struction of two separate ensembles (or the cor
responding derivation of two unconditional dis
tributions) of the age and the residual life is 
the key to the apparent probability paradox. 
Many probabilists use the explanation that inter
rupts occur more frequently over longer time seg-

.ments than do over shorter time segments. How
ever, this reasoning does not explain the pos
sibility that the negative correlation between 
age and residual life works also for such longer 
time segments. Given a segment of any length, 
a random disection of the segment into two parts 
cannot change its original length. Therefore 
the average inter-arrival time of l/X should 
hold. 

Let us now come back to the subject of repeated 
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hitchhicking. Suppose the hippie arrives at the 
cafe at t(i)+c(i) k which is found in the time 

interval of (t~i) t~!i] in the i-th hitchhiking, 

where t(i) . th . k ~s e arr~val time of the last pre-

vious car and t~!i is the arrival time of the 
first car on 
construction 
t(i) = t(i)+ 
k+l k 

which he may get a ride.* By the 
of a simulated Poisson time series, 

(i) 
v k holds for each i for a negative 

exponential random number v(i) The residual 
. (i) (i) k (.) 

l~fe, vk -c ,is always less than the v ~ 
k 

From the knowledge of the probability density, 

the average of the v~i) 's for a large number of 

repetitions will be close to the expected value 
of l/A minutes. The average waiting time of ' 
v(i)_ (i) 's must th b 1 h k en e ess t an l/A except for 

statistical deviations. The average age of the 

c(i) 's must also be less than l/A. The sum of 
the average age and the average residual life 

must be the average of 't:he v~i) 's by definition. 

Apparently the averages of age, residual life, 
and interarrival time, all fit well into the line 
of the reasoning that the hippie's arrival at the 
cafe does not affect in any way the original 
Poisson sequence of car arrivals. 

In the above we examined only the ensemble con
cept (and the unconditioning operation) of pro
bability. The author feels it is impractical and 
meaningless to reformulate the objective problem 
of a Poisson sequence interrupted at a given time 
point and to restate it in terms of subjective, 
behavioristic, decision problems, because such a 
translation is impossible. Howeve'r, in general, 
we seem to have a tendency of taking an attitude 
that, even if we cannot explain ensemble models, 
we can surely surmount the technical or logical 
problems using sUbjective probability. Unfor
tunately this is not the case as explained in Al. 

6. THE EFFECT OF THE PRESENT PAPER 

ON SIMULATION STUDIES. 

In the above we discovered that the probabilistic 
interpretations of collections of segments as
sembled from various parts of different simulated 
sequences may not be adequate for analyzing or 
for predicting the behavior of a chain of events 
to take place in the future as it is imbedded in 
an observable time series. The problem surround
ing the two ensembles of age and residual life 
is a clear demonstration of the fact that a sim
pleminded evaluation of collections of segments 
may not yield a proper answer. We must also warn 
ourselves that some of the results predicted by 
probabilistic model development may not hold true 

. in simulation results. Obviously those people 
working in simulations would have known the pro
blem of negative correlation between age and re
sidual life well before the author has shed an 
additional light on the subject through the gen
eral refutation of the applicabi~ity of proba
bility statements to a chain of events imbedded 
in a part of a single time series. 

At this moment the author cannot advise any set 
of concrete rules for qualifying a summarization 
technique adequate or otherwise. The judgement 
must rest on the careful evaluation of each logi
cal step of operations employed in a simulation 
study. However, as a general rule we see that 
the relationship between ensembles, or collec
tions of simulated segments, must be carefully 
established before any summarization statements 
can be made. 
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7. CONCLUSION. 

In the past we learned a stochastic process as a 
probabilistic formulation of an observable time 
series. We introduced the ensemble notion to 
construct collections of stochastic sequences, 
and applied freely the powerful axioms of proba
bility and known probability calculus which are 
familiar to us. The author signaled in his pre
vious papers that the logical problems deeply 
imbedded in a stochastic process sequence may not 
be analyzable through the properties of an en
semble of stochastic process sequences. However, 
we never had any conclusive evidence showing that 
this is the case. The findings of this paper 
show succinctly that the incompatibility indeed 
exists between a single sequence and an ensemble 
of sequences. 

The logical problem questioned here on stochastic 
processes is not the only area in which the 
inadequacies of probabilistic treatment can be 
found. As an example, a sample statistic of a 
chosen sample is always treated as a random vari
,able in statistics, although its value is unques
tionably fixed. The uncertainty of a sample 
value should be treated as a fixed unknown using 
the uncertainty theoretic approach. Many sta
tistical concepts and arguments must now be re
examined in the same degree of thoroughness as 
we have placed in the above careful examinations 
of probability statements used in stochastic 
processes. 

APPENDIX. 

Al. ABOUT A FIXED REALIZATION. 

We have already seen the author's view on this 
subject in which he uses the credibility function 
of Section 3. Here we survey the positions of 
other concepts for the purpose of reducing the 
amount of confusions and mental frustrations 
caused among the readers due to the shaky grounds 
of logical development of probability concepts. 

In the axiomatic formulation of probability, we 
start with a sample space, n , consisting of w's. 
We construct a sufficiently rich and exhaustive 
class which contains all the subsets of n and 
denote it by .J;..Subsets of n , denoted A,B, ... , 
are called events. A probability measure is a 
set function, P(.), defined with respect to ~ 
satisfying; PI: O<P(A)<l for any A in,!;, P2: 
P(AUB) = P(A) + P(B) if AnB =~, or P(UA.) = 

~ 

IP(Ai ) for disjoint Ai'S, and P3: p( n ) = 1. 

The axioms of PI-P3 do not endorse any particular 
interpretations we make for the relationship 
between a realized wand the class of sets, ~. 
(Clever mathematicians stay out of quandries of 
application problems such as this, but we cannot 
afford to take this stoic position, because we 
must construct meaningful models). In the case 
of relative frequency concept, we assume that 
there is an infinite collection of w's which are 
classified into subclasses of sets, A,B, ... , and 
we assign P(A) to signify the relative frequency 
of those w's which belong to A. This approach 
is unusable in our present problem of dealing 
with a single, fixed and unknown w, because we 
have no direct means of relating a collection of 
w's to a single realized w. 

* The subscript k is used to designate a contin
uous stream of cars, and a value of the k applies 
to the i-th hitchhiking. 
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''le now hope that we can get some meaningful in
terpretation for a singly realized w by the in
troduction of subjective probability. If we 
examine textbooks and papers, we find that the 
authors avoid the issue of what is really meant 
by the realization of an w. They immediately 
proceed to the introduction of events without 
telling what we mean by an event when we are 
supposed to obtain only a single outcome w from 
n. By construction and design, sUbjective pro
bability is a behavioristic concept, in which 
the choice of act made by a rational decision 
maker is reflected upon the individual's assess
ment of subjective probability. So, the behavior 
comes first before we can assign a subjective 
probability function (whatever it is the authors 
do not care so long as they can define a pro
bability function following the probability 
axioms of Pl-P3). If an w in n is fixed, for any 
subset A, we must have weA or wiA regardless of 
what the w is. This is the reason why the 1-0 
probability argument comes in by the definition 
of a set function defined with respect to the 
whereabout of that w. When the w is fixed and 
unknown, we don't actually know what we can do 
about it. (The author introduced the notion of 
credibility function in order to overcome this 
class of problems.) Any way, to avoid the use 
of 1-0 probability we must set a realized w ran
dom. This can be achieved conceptually by · treat
ing a realized w not as fixed but as a wondering 
w making a random walk visiting all possible 
points of n or by assuming that an w sampled from 
n can be replaced infinite often by other w's in 
n. (The notions of a wondering wand of a re
placeable w do not appear in any literature.) 
In this model P(A) is defined as the proportion 
of time that the wondering w spends in the set A 
or as the proportion of time w is replaced by 
elements from A. In Section 3 the realizable 
elapsed time, el' is treated as uncertain (fixed 

but unknown) because of the above reasons. 

A2. MEMORY RETENTION OF A NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL 

RANDOH VARIABLE 

Let V denote the random variable with F(v) = 

1 - e- Av, and the density function f(v) = ~e-Av. 
Let v denote a random number generated at time tl 

using the F(v). Consider an ensemble of candi
date random numbers for the v, and denote it by 
{vi}. Suppose the simulated time advances to 

tl+c. We can eliminate those Vi'S less than the 

value c, and form a derived ensemble {vi-civi>C}. 

Obviously 

P [v~y Iv>c] 
P[c<v2 v] 

P[v>c] 

P [v2v] - P [v~c] 

1 - P [v~c] 

1 - -Av e (1 - e- Ac ) 

= 1 - e -A(V-C). 

This equation shows that the ensemble of the 
residual life, vi-c, has an identically shaped 

distribution function as the F(v). Note that 
we assumed that all the random numbers in the 
ensemble age equally with shortening residual 
lives by the elapsed time c. We cannot use the 
translation of variable, r = v-c, as the random 
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variable for the residual life because of the 
untranslatability. When we claim that F(v) = 
F(r) holds, we are introducting notions which are 
not consistent with the generation of a single 
simulated sequence. 

A3. AGE AND RESIDUAL LIFE DISTRIBUTIONS. 

Instead of using a poisson sequence as stated in 
Section 5, we consider here the general case of 
a renewal sequence. 

Let t denote 'the arrival time of the hippie at 
the cafe, and let tk denote the arrival time of 

the last previous car before the t. In an ob
servable renewal sequence, the elapsed time, 
v = tk+l-tk , is unknown at tk and forms an un-

known fixed random number by the argument of 
Section 4. At time t the age, y=t-tk , is known 

observed, and the residual life, z = t k+ l - , is 

treated as a derived, unique, ' fixed, unknown 
number. In the probabilistic formulation of 
renewal theory all the numbers t k , t k+l , v, y, 

and z, are treated as random variables except 
for the fixed time point t. We examine below 
the derivation of the unconditional distributions 
of y and z given a fixed t. 

We use the concise notations for a renewal pro
cess given in Neuts [5]. Consider a sequence of 
independent non-negative random variables, 
{Xkik>O}, such that Xo has the distribution func-

tion F O(.) and Xk ' k~l, have the F(.) identical

ly. Renewals (car arrivals) occur at to=O, 

tl=XO' tk=XO+Xl+ ... +Xk_l. Let Nt denote the num

ber of renewals observed before a given time t, 
Le. 

N = { 0 
t k 

if t<X O 

if t k2t<tk +l , k>l. 

The age and residual life at t are defined by 

Yt = t - t Nt 
and tN +l-t. 

t 

Neuts shows on pp. 328-329 of [5] the derivations 
of 

arid 

=[l-FO(t)]U(y-t) 

+ 

L 
k=O 

L 
k=l 

ft [l-F(t-u) ]d[FO*F(k) (u)] 
t-y 

=FO(t+Z)-FO(t) 

+ L 
k=l 

!, t [F (t+z-u) -F (t-u) ] d [FO *F (k-l) (~) ] 
o . 

In these furmulas the k designates a class of 
renewal sequences which contain k renewals before 
the t for each k=O,I,2,... The integration 
variable, u, designates the floating time point 
at which the (k+l)-th or the k-th renewal must 
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be located among the chosen class of sequences. 
We can apply the ,ensemble interpretation of pro
bability to these formulas and construct two 
ensembles for age and residual life. The ensem
ble for the age distribution consists of all re
newal sequences which have zero or k renewals be
fore t for k=1,2, •.• Those sequences with no re
newal before t must satisfy t=y, and those with 
k renewals must have the k-th renewal at some 
time in (t-y,t) and the (k+l)-th renewal after 
the t. Similarly the ensemble for the residual 
life consists of all renewal sequences which have 
(k-l) renewals over the time interval of (O,t) 

and the k-th renewal at some time in (t,t+z) for 
k=l, 2, •.• 

In order to investigate the problem of disecting 
each inter-renewal segment into two parts of age 
segment and residual life segment, we divide the 
ensemble of renewal sequen~es into conditional 
subensembles according to classes of the location 
of the tk of the last previous renewal observed 

before the t. Since the tk can take on any value 

in (O,t], the interval (O,t] is divided into N 
intervals, (ui,ui + l ], uO=O, ~=t, ui+l=ui+~u for 

a fixed increment ~u>O. We lump all renewal se
quences which have the tk for some k in each 

(ui,ui + l ] and denote this subensemble Ei(t). 

Suppose we take a sequence out of a given Ei(t). 

For this sequence we have ui<tk~ui+l and t<tk+l 
for a suited k. The inter-renewal time, v = 
tk+l-tk , of this sequence is by construction a 

random number generated with the F(.) if k is any 
one of 1,2, ... , or with F O(') if k=O with to=O. 

The length v is now divided into the age segment 
(tk,t] and the residual life segment (t,tk+l ]. 

Since the v is a random number generated with 
F(.) or F O(')' if the age span of (tk,t] is long, 

the complementary residual life span of (t,t
k

+
l

] 

becomes relat1vely short, and vice versa. Note 
that in each given subensemble of Ei(t), the age 

is fixed as t-ul, where ul = ui+~u/2. As an Ei(t) 

of a small i is chosen, the age of all the se
quences in the Ei(t) becomes large and the com-

plementary residual life of these sequences after 
the t becomes short in proportion to all the 
generated random numbers of v's. If we choose an 
Ei(t) with an i close to N, then the age becomes 

small and the residual life becomes relatively 
large. We can take the statistics of the age 
segments, by denoting the relative frequencies 
of those sequences in Ei(t) 's and assigning the 

relative frequencies to the ages t-ul, i=O,l, ..• , 

N-l, respectively. The statistics of the resi
dual life must be constructed in a similar manner 
with respect to the relative frequencies of 
(tk+l-t) IS, but is not readily describable here 
in terms of subensembles. Instead of taking 
statistics separately for the age and residual 
life, we can take the joint statistics of the 
pairs of the age (t-tk ) and the residual life 

(tk+l-t) first conditionally in each Ei(t) with 

the fixed age t-ul and then assembling the sta-

tistics over all Ei(t) 'so It is obvious that a 

negative correlation is obtained between the age 
(t-ui) and the residual life (tk+l-t). The 

unconditional distributions of Yt and Zt as given 

in Neuts correspond to the individual statistics 
of the age segments and the residual life seg
ments ignoring the negative correlation between 
pairs of segments and ignoring the inapplicabil
ity of the unconditioning operation to random 
numbers, which appear in time" series sequences. 
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